A number of organisms have been examined for their ability to produce electron-spin-re sonance signal s at low temperature s in response to illumination, The efficiency of the response is of the order of not less than 5%, and the wavelength for maximum response is generally slightly on the longer side of the wavelength of maximum absorption, with a minimum appearing at the wavelength of maximum absorption, -3-
Commoner. The impetus for these studies stems from an interest in the basic mechanism by which plants absorb, transfer, and convert light energy einitted by the sun into the chemical potential ultimately required for the *The work de scribed in this paper was sponsored in part by the U. It has yet to be established that the unpaired electrons responsible for the photoinduced signals playa primary role in this quantum conversion process of photosynthesis. This paper presents a brief review of these studies followed by a discussion of our recent measurements on qu"antum yield.
II. REVIEW OF KINETIC STUDIES
Plant materials in which photoinduced ESR signals have been observed include whole algae (e. g., Chlorella, Scenedesmus, Romaria, Nostoc, and Anacystis), whole pur_pIe photosynthetic bacteria (e. g., Rhodospirillum rubrum, Rhodopseudomonas spheroides, and Chromatium), The steady-state cOocentration of photoinduced spins is a function of light intensity. At very low light intensities, the signal intensity varies linearly with the rate of absorption of light quanta. At high light intensities, a saturation spin density is achieved so that a further increase in light intensity has no effect on the size of the signal. Crude estimates indicate that the order of magnitude of the spin density is about one unpaired spin per 1000 chlorophyll molecules present in the sample. sil ver -plated sample rod and the chloroplasts painted on the remainder of the exposed rod so that the two spectra could be obtained simultaneously.
The wave length of 72 50~was found to be the most favorable for obtaining a reproducibly high quantum efficiency under the conditions of this experiment. For example, 6800 R gave a quantum efficiency on the order of one-fifth to one-tenth that at 7250 R.
IV. DISCUSSION
The interpretation of the results described above is made difficult The ideal sample is one in which the light intensity can be treated as a constant throughout the volume. At the same time, the sample must contain sufficient material to produce a respectable ESR signal. A dilute 3 aqueous suspension of material with a volume of about 1 cm should meet these requirements. The primary problem in the use of such samples is the attendant loss in spectrometer sensitivity due to the dielectric loss of water at the microwave frequencie s that have been used. A working high -sensitivity ESR spectrometer capable of accommodating cubic-centimeter amounts of water would provide an instrumental breakthrough for this as well as other studie s of free radical s in biological system s.
